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The President’s Letter
Dear Colleagues,
Summer is here at last, no more rain for a
while I hope. I find myself in the midst of
political debating fever. With the recent local
and police commissioner elections plus, in
Wales and Scotland, elections to the
respective Assembly and Parliament just
settled, next there is the EU Referendum vote
to think about in June. I don’t think I’ve
discussed politics so much, everyone has an
opinion, customers, staff, friends and family.
NAWP continues to be involved with
International Women’s Day in March each
year. Dr Christine Heading’s talk given this
year at “Celebrating Inspirational Women in
Manchester”, was very well received. She was
invited to speak by a male student, who was
co-ordinating the discussion which ensued
with several eminent alumni of Manchester
University.
It was very strange this year not having our
conference before the AGM. I know a lot of
miss the chance to meet up with old friends
and make new ones. It was a difficult decision
for the Executive committee to make, but the
right one. With numbers dwindling, it is hard
to justify having eminent speakers. The AGM
was held at the new RPS building in London.
We had a very interesting tour of the building,
with its impressive atrium staircase and
extensive museum space.
Helen Gordon and Catherine Duggan of RPS
made time to address us all before our AGM.

They were both very encouraging about what
NAWP had to bring to RPS. From our heritage
back to the Suffragette movement, the
mentoring initiative and our up to date links
in Europe.
A disappointing number of members, besides
the committee were able to attend, making it
difficult to judge the feeling of the members
to items on the agenda. The meeting agreed
to proceed with the plans for NAWP
Integration into RPS. Members with email
should have received a copy of the complete
proposal. If any other member would like a
printed copy please contact the secretary Hazel Baker. This proposal will be put to the
Professional Leadership Body of RPS at their
next meeting, hopefully in June and their
views reported back to NAWP when available.
In the meantime the Executive committee will
continue with their work as before. We are
hoping to set up a European Women
Pharmacists committee, with an aim of
continuing our important links within Europe,
taking into account the closure of the German
dvp group last year. Virginia Watson has
made contact with women pharmacists in The
Netherlands and Germany who are interested
in setting up this committee, with the aim of
holding a European conference in 2017.
Where, when and what topic is yet to be
discussed.
Watch this space!
Anita White

Manchester Pharmacy School Diversity Event
March 9th 2016
To mark International Women’s Day, students
at Manchester University Pharmacy School
held an afternoon event to explore and
celebrate diversity in contexts relevant to
pharmacy. This is something that matches
NAWP’s field of interest closely, so when we

were invited to supply a speaker, there was
no hesitation.
The event was run by a small group of final
year students as a contribution to their final
year project. These are looking at a variety of
diversity issues. Naturally the programme was
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supported by the Pharmacy School staff, and
the combination gave rise to a fascinating
afternoon that was attended by an impressive
number of pharmacy students. So many
issues were covered that are pertinent to
pharmacists today that a comprehensive
report would require several newsletters.
Consequently, this account will highlight
issues that I found of particular interest, for
one reason or another.
In her welcome, the Head of School Prof Kay
Marshall, drew attention to problems faced
by females returning to work in the UK after
maternity leave, and explained that the
position is deteriorating, not improving. This
has been measured using parameters
including vanishing jobs, and redundancy.
Jane Cordell, spoke as someone who had lost
her hearing. Despite considerable challenges
(especially since she was a musician) she has
thrived and runs a successful business

Alzheimer’s disease and of the value of boron
as an element to incorporate into potential
therapies. Boron is not a favoured element
from the point of view of drug safety, so the
challenge is to find a substitute that is
similarly promising.
Lindsay Harper, Director of Pharmacy at
Salford Royal hospital, spoke of how she had
achieved success, primarily by not saying ‘no’.
By accepting challenges that subsequently
seemed very bold, she had achieved much
and isn’t finished yet!
Prof Caroline Dive, from Cancer UK
Manchester Institute, which is a unit within
Manchester University, also spoke of meeting
challenges and the need for determination.
Changing direction within a research
speciality can appear to bring setbacks, but
not necessarily, as she has shown. Selfconfidence is essential.

Sanjida Faiza is a pharmacy student and
member of the UK Tae Kwando squad.
Unfortunately, injury will keep her away from
the Rio Olympics, but she was fit enough to
provide a demonstration during what was
interesting titled an ‘interactive break’ during
the afternoon. As a Moslem she has faced and
coped with challenges additional to those of
many of her team colleagues.

The afternoon was concluded by Prof Kaye
Williams, who is another oncologist at
Manchester. However, her teaching role
includes supervising final year projects and
thus much credit is due to her for supervising
the creation of the event. Although he was
not speaking, the student who had
coordinated the afternoon, William Marlow,
also requires to be mentioned and
congratulated for an excellent session.

Tiffany Ofili Porter on the other hand expects
to be representing the UK in Rio, as a hurdler.
She was in the USA at the time of the event,
and recently qualified there as a pharmacist.
UK nationality will allow her to join Team GB.
Speaking in a video she stressed how often
she was told she would need to choose
between her studies and athletics – but
refused to do so.

A contribution from NAWP by myself was
slotted into this impressive list, and included
some coverage of our history that had
recently been posted on Twitter by sources
other than ourselves; an overview of NAWP’s
interests; and examples taken from the
academic literature that illustrated the need
for pharmacy to become more diversity
aware, especially regarding gender.

Dr Sally Freeman, a medicinal chemist staff
member, spoke of the school’s work on

Overall, an excellent and inspiring afternoon.
Christine Heading
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Humanitarian Responses: The Role of the Pharmacist
A report on the one-day conference held on 19 March 19th 2016
Humanitarian situations are sadly all too
familiar, whether they are a result of natural
disasters or man-made crises. Responses to
these events often include the provision of
medicines. Alternatively medicines may be
supplied as part of longer term support for
development. But what is the role of the
pharmacist when it comes to humanitarian
responses? This was the theme of a
conference hosted by the Brighton and Sussex
Medical School in March.
The event was organised by BSMS Teaching
Fellow in Global Health (and NAWP member!)
Sarah Marshall and humanitarian pharmacist
Trudi Hilton, moderator of the RPS
Humanitarian Aid and Response Network, and
was the first of its kind in the UK. The day
brought together pharmacists and
undergraduates as well as other experts to
consider the role of pharmacists in
humanitarian responses.
Speakers included Jon Barden, from the
Department for International Development,
who was responsible for UK staffing in Sierra
Leone for the Ebola crisis and WHO’s Mick

Deats who talked about the global threat
from counterfeit and substandard medicines,
giving some horrific examples of how
medicines quality had adversely affected
health. Giving examples from her experience
in Pakistan, the Philippines and Afghanistan,
Trudi Hilton went on to illustrate how the role
of pharmacists in humanitarian settings is
vital but largely unrecognised. This theme was
echoed by other pharmacist speakers who
had worked with Voluntary Services Overseas
(VSO) and Médecin Sans Frontières.
The one day conference proved very popular,
with 80 attendees from Aberdeen to Torbay,
and all places in between. Highlights for
delegates included the variety of speakers
and networking opportunities. “Inspiring” was
how Helen Gordon, Chief Executive of RPS
described the day.
Speaking afterwards, Ash Soni, President of
RPS, said that the conference had been
successful and innovative, and he looked
forward to it becoming a regular event.
Sarah Marshall

Gordon Hall School of Pharmacy
A private school of pharmacy in North London
Margaret Buchanan was registered as a
Chemist and Druggist in 1886 and as a
Pharmaceutical Chemist in 1887. In 1905 she
was a pharmaceutical tutor.

She was acknowledged as the founder of a
School of Pharmacy for Women in Gordon
Square, London in 1905. This school grew
from a group of private pupils that Miss
Buchanan took to a house she owned in
Gordon Square
Margaret Buchanan’s first registered address
was 364 Camden Road, London. Although it
was not until 1909 that Gordon Hall, Gordon
Square was Miss Buchanan’s registered
address. It did not appear in the Chemist &
Druggist Educational information until 1914.
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In 1905 she founded the Association of
Women Pharmacists and was their first Vice
President. Later she became their President.
Miss Buchanan was the first female member
of council in 1918.

This information about the pharmacy showed
that students from another School of
Pharmacy, besides Gordon Hall School used
17 The Pavement for the training of their
students. 17 The Pavement was Miss
Borrowman’s registered address until her
death in 1955.
An advert for ‘Ladies trained in Pharmacy’ by
Miss M E Buchanan and Miss S J Heywood.
Gordon Hall, Gordon Square, London is shown
of the front cover of this Newsletter.

Gordon Square

A few years later, between 1911 and 1914, an
historic pharmacy, founded in 1830 by Mr
Henry Deane at 17 The Pavement Clapham
Common, became available. Margaret
Buchanan bought the premises and used it as
a training pharmacy for women. It was a real
pharmacy. She used this address as her
registered address from 1921 to 1924. She
had three students in the morning and three
in the afternoon at 17 The Pavement. Another
woman pharmacist Agnes Borrowman came
to work alongside Miss Buchanan at 17 The
Pavement in 1914. Miss Borrowman became
the sole proprietor after World War I.
By 1923 of 15 girls who trained at 17 The
Pavement and had studied at the
Pharmaceutical Society’s School of Pharmacy,
14 had taken prizes or scholarships and
several were demonstrators there. A quote in
the Pharmaceutical Journal for 15th December
1923 asked, ‘Is there another pharmacy in the
country that can beat this record?’

Another advert for the School of Pharmacy
states, ‘A small number of students who have
passed their preliminary examination, are
received for one session’s work (October to
July) in all pharmaceutical subjects. Business
subjects are dealt with next with experience
obtained in a high-class pharmacy, thus
providing a complete course in
pharmaceutical practice. A 10 month’s course
for the examination of the Society of
Apothecaries is also available. Fee (October to
July) is £21. The staff consists of the ladies
mentioned above who are all pharmaceutical
chemists’.
‘Other women pharmacists joined the
business. Miss E S Hooper BSc, FIC, PhC, late
of Ucal Works and Lady Chemists Ltd. She
trained under Margaret Buchanan and was on
the staff of Margaret Buchanan’s School in
1920. Miss Hooper’s registered address in
1921 was Gordon Hall School of Pharmacy.
Miss K M King PhC, late of Leicester Royal
Infirmary, joined the staff of Gordon Hall
School of Pharmacy in 1922. Both entered
into partnership in the Gordon Hall School of
Pharmacy for Women (late Buchanan,
Maughan and Morgan), Gordon Square,
London. WC1’.
It is unlikely that Miss Buchanan owned the
property in Gordon Square. Kelly’s Directory
for 1922 gives the address for Miss M
Buchanan, Pharmaceutical Tutor, as 15
Gordon Square. The site was University Hall.
‘The trustees of University Hall bought the
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present numbers 14 and 15 Gordon Square
from the Bedford Estate trustees and built
University Hall. Numbers 14 and 15 were
separate but were built as one building, even
if 15 seems to have been occupied separately.
Dr William’s trust bought the lease of 14-15
Gordon Square in 1890. Miss Buchanan would
have been a tenant of Dr William’s Charity.’
The school was still running until 1939.
In a South London newspaper of 1953, an
article about the pharmacy at 17 The
Pavement stated that ‘Miss Borrowman ran
the business from 1914 up to today (1953)
and is a partner with Miss H F Wells. From
1914 to 1948 the pharmacy was run entirely
by women’. The shop’s window display in
August 1953 was devoted to a display of old
pharmaceutical equipment, many of which
belonged to Henry Deane the pharmacy
founder. The pharmacy in 1953 was expecting
a visit from pharmacists from abroad who
were in London for the International
Pharmacy Conference. The shop premises of
Henry Deane were built in 1823 and opened

in 1829. ‘In 1953 the shop had changed very
little, with the two entrance pillars being the
same. Only the tethering posts for the
customer’s horses of 1830 had gone.’

17, the Pavement

Today the shop at 17 The Pavement is a Sass
and Belle gift shop. There is still a ghost sign
of Deane & Co. on the side of the building.
Norma Cox
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NAWP Cardiff Branch provides a lifeline
I have been a pharmacist for 50 years and
have enjoyed every minute of my professional
life, having experienced a wide variety of
positions.
Starting in hospital pharmacy at the Churchill
and Radcliffe infirmary in Oxford under the
tutelage of Mr. Trillwood and Mr Breffitt at
the Churchill and Miss James at the Radcliffe, I
had a firm grounding in practice to build on
what I learned during my degree at Cardiff
University.
I loved hospital work and saw so many
changes. Who of my era can forget the
excitement around the first beta-blocker
Inderal/propranolol. Goodbye Rauwolfia; but,
we still had leeches in the dispensary. All
stock bottles were identical and labelled with
the same size and design of hand written
labels, the idea being that you had to read the
label when selecting a product and not rely on
label design.
With the arrival of my children - five in all, the
next few years were taken up with locum
work in both retail and hospitals around
Oxford. Again, who can now imagine that
contraceptive pills were only available with a
private prescription?
After many years of doing locums in hospital
and retail, I resumed regular work in the new
John Radcliffe under Brian Winsley and
subsequently retail managership in Oxford
and then in the first health centre pharmacy
in Wroughton.
My final retail move was back to Oxford
ending with Boots Healthcentre pharmacy in
Thame and then to Head Office in
Nottingham. I remained there, with interludes
as a Teacher Practitioner at Nottingham
University and a spell as advisor in the old
Society headquarters in London.
Managing work in London became impossible
when my husband's dementia worsened, so I
moved back to Boots in Nottingham, but was

eventually forced to retire because Tom
needed my full time commitment. I was 72 so
it was really time to go.
It was a very difficult time, as Alzheimer's
means quite a lonely life if you can't make the
huge effort involved in taking your loved one
out. It is very like trying to get a toddler ready,
but an adult who cannot or will not respond
to a request to have a coat on or leave the
house is so much bigger and stronger and so
even harder to manage. Many Carers simply
don't have the physical stamina to keep life
going, especially as most nights are likely to
be sleepless because of the effects of
dementia on continence and cognisance. It is
a hard road to tread and losing my profession
was profoundly difficult for me as I had
always been used to work and the
comradeship that brought.
Needing family support, I moved back to my
home city of Cardiff to be near my daughter
and sisters. Tom went into a nursing home in
Cardiff as his needs were now too great for
me to manage alone. Having not been here
for fifty years and living alone for the first
time in my life, I found myself floundering
about how to move forward in terms of a
social life. My daughter works full time and
my sisters both have busy lives, so I needed to
find my own contacts. A cousin told me about
NAWP lunches that she knew of through a
friend. So I took the bull by the horns and just
turned up on the relevant Thursday at
lunchtime. I found such a friendly and
welcoming group of women and of course we
have so much in common having worked in
the same profession.
The real generosity of spirit meant that
through the NAWP contacts I have joined a
walking group and a retired NHS group and
made many new friends. Tom is happy in the
nursing home and I try to visit him daily. I
now find myself settled into this new way of
life, even though I still look for Tom beside me
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at night and there is no one there. But then
Tom is no longer there in the way he was as
he no longer knows us. If I had not been
introduced to NAWP my life would be very

different, much lonelier and less fulfilled.
Thanks to the great girls in Cardiff NAWP.
Caryl Kelly

We need to get out more
‘Joint action on existing and emerging trends: Reducing health harms associated

with alcohol and drugs in London’
This report relates to a meeting convened by
Public Health England, to review progress and
issues relating to substance abuse.
This whole–day event was by invitation only,
and the history of why I and two other
pharmacists from the PRS London North West
Local Practice Forum were invited to attend
tells a tale itself. Our interest arose from one
or our number being involved in research at
University of Hertfordshire into analysis and
detection of Novel Psychoactive Substances
(NPSs; ‘legal highs’). She has been involved in
several initiatives to give information to those
involved in managing use of the substances,
at a local level.
The sad conclusion that we came to by the
end of the very informative day was that it is
hard to see how pharmacists in England can
play more than a small delivery role in the
management of substance abuse, if they
merely want to work within their traditional
environments. Although pharmacists have a
substantial understanding about issues
relating to alcohol and drugs (medicinal and
other), they don’t seem to have expanded
their involvement in substance abuse over the
last 20 years. The same cannot be said for
other health professions, who have
successfully entered into multiple areas of
activity.
Some of us who were in The Hague for the
11th European Meeting of Women
Pharmacists last September visited a major

hospital in the area, and found that it was the
pharmacy unit that was responsible for all
blood toxicological analyses. It was they who
identified and interpreted the presence of
traditional or new substances in samples from
individuals, dead or alive. In the Netherlands,
pharmacists not only have a seat at the
substance use table, but quite a large one.
The London day comprised thirteen 10–20
minute talks, a panel discussion and ‘table
discussions’. Needless to say, no pharmacists
were speaking and our profession was
mentioned once in six hours. Topics included
drug related deaths, NPSs, Chemsex,
treatment of alcohol use disorder, impact of
misuse on families, comorbidities, criminal
justice issues and the scale of the overall
problem in London. In essence, the problems
in England are not diminishing but growing
with deaths from heroin, cocaine and
poysubstance use all rising. The mean age of
users is rising as is the proportion of female
users, even although use is more common in
men.
Maybe the real message to our profession is
that while the role of pharmacies may be
constrained, the roles for pharmacists need
not be. If more pharmacists became involved
with public health careers outside traditional
UK pharmacy pathways, we could start to use
our expertise more widely.
Christine Heading
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The RPS Fellows’ Dinner
The 10th Annual Fellows’ Dinner was held on
Wednesday 18 May, 2016 the the
headquarters of the Royal Pharmaceutical
Society in East Smithfield, London. It was
attended by at least five members of NAWP,
and a photograph of Christine Heading and
Monica Rose, members of the NAWP
Executive Committee, is included below.

museum but also to to meet and and network
with each other over dinner and drinks.
The Chair of the Panel of Fellows, Dr. Gillian
Hawksworth (an NAWP member) welcomed
guests and updated them on the work of the
RPS over the past year. She hoped that
Fellows would collectively work for the good
of the profession and she and the other
members of the Panel of Fellows would be
suggesting ways that this might by achieved.
She welcomed the independent charity,
Pharmacy Support, who were hosting a stand
outside the main hall. Gill hoped that Fellows
would ensure the continued work of the
charity by supporting them either by direct
donation or by organising a sponsored event
– she herself would be swimming!
Guests were entertained by an amusing
speech by Derek Morris the well known East
London historian. It was a really enjoyable
evening with good food and company and we
were able to speak with many influential
people during the event.
Monica Rose

The dinner not only provided an opportunity
for Fellows to tour the Society building and

The 11th MHRA Annual Lecture
Dr Margaret Chan, Director-General, WHO
I was very fortunate to be invited to attend
the MHRA annual lecture held at the Royal
College of Surgeons on 1 March 2016. This
proved to be a very worthwhile event and
also provided me with the opportunity to look
round the Hunterian Museum during the
networking and drinks reception afterwards.

In her lecture, which was entitled ‘From
healthcare products to trust and reliance: the
expanded role of regulatory authorities in an
era of global health perils’, Dr Chan covered a
wide range of topics succinctly, with clarity,
acknowledging collaboration with other
organisations and individuals (some of whom

were attending this lecture) and displaying an
amazing depth of knowledge in a very relaxed
style. It was a joy to watch and to listen to
her. Sir Michael Rawlings said in his
introduction that she is reported by Forbes
magazine to be the 30th most powerful
woman in the world. I know that she has been
criticised for some of her decisions in the
past, but in my opinion she definitely provides
inspiration for any young woman with highflying career aspirations.
Dr Chan started by highlighting the work
undertaken by the MHRA (and other
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regulatory agencies) that are effectively
protecting public health daily, and the many
ways in which this is achieved. She wondered
how much the general public knew about the
work of the MHRA. She referred to activities
such as the new valproate toolkit for pregnant
women to inform women of the risk of
developmental disorders and birth defects;
the early access to medicines scheme and the
work of the National Institute for Biological
Standards and Control (NIBSC). This latter
organisation, within the MHRA, is a ‘global
leader in assuring the quality of vaccines and
other biological medicines; in developing
standards and reference materials for
worldwide use’ and is a ‘designated WHO
collaborating centre for polio and influenza’.
Dr Chan also mentioned that the longstanding WHO programme for international
drug monitoring uses forms based on the UK
yellow card scheme.
Not unexpectedly, both Ebola and Zika
featured in the lecture. The MHRA had fasttracked clinical trial applications for Ebola
vaccines and NIBSC fast tracked the
development of several reference reagents or
more specifically ‘reference standard’ which
are used for calibration in diagnostic tests.
These are now the global standards. The
collaboration and experience of all the
organisations that came together during the
Ebola crisis will be of value in the response to
Zika: MHRA and the NIBSC are already
providing support. She reflected on some of
the problems of tackling Zika: serological
diagnosis is difficult, not only because the

illness is mild and the time window for testing
is short, but other viruses which circulate with
Zika cross-react in tests; microcephaly can
only be detected in late pregnancy; and Aedes
aegypti mosquitoes are widely distributed
throughout the world.
Other topics covered included antimicrobial
resistance and the potential of vaccines in
reducing antibiotic need; the unaffordability
of cancer treatments; the cost of managing
diabetes in developing countries; the use of
drones and military assistance in delivering
healthcare to isolated communities; the
impact of climate change, terrorism and
changing population demographics on health
and future global healthcare goals...... the list
seems endless. Did you know that chronic
non-communicable diseases have overtaken
infectious diseases as number one killers
worldwide?
Dr Chan referred to a new 2030 sustainable
development agenda, introduced last year by
the United Nations General Assembly, and the
resulting new WHO healthcare targets which
were due to be published in May. As far as I
could ascertain these include childhood
obesity; maternal and child nutrition; ageing;
neglected tropical diseases; gender, equality
and human rights in healthcare; and global
shortages of medicines. I am sure we will
learn more about these in the forthcoming
months.
Virginia Watson

‘The explosive spread of Zika virus disease shattered the notion that a disease long considered a
medical curiosity will stay that way’
Dr Margaret Chan, MHRA Annual Lecture 2016
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Annual Subscriptions
2016
A reminder that your Annual Subscription is now due. If you have not paid your subscription fee for
this year, please do so as soon as possible.
Subscription fees for 2016 are:
Full time
£ 30
Associate Member £ 30
Part time
£ 20
Retired
£ 10
Students are entitled to join NAWP free of charge and to pay a reduced subscription of £10 for the
first three years after registration (please state the year of graduation)
Associate Membership is open to individual healthcare professionals (including pharmacists in
other countries and technicians) who support the objectives and activities of the Association.
Associate members may attend and speak, but not vote at the Annual General Meeting of the
Association.
Cheques should be made payable to NAWP and sent to The Treasurer, Mrs. Monica Rose, Glangors,
Tregaron, Dyfed SY25 6JS.

NAWP
For general enquiries please email: enquiries @nawp.org.uk
Executive Committee:
President: Anita White, 50, Deri Road, Penylan, Cardiff CF23 5AJ
email: anita@anitawhite.co.uk
Secretary and Registrar: Hazel Baker, 9 Bramshill Drive, Pontprennau, Cardiff, CF23 8NX
email: hazel.baker6@ntlworld.com
Treasurer: Monica Rose Glangors, Tregaron, Ceredigion, SY25 6JS
Email: mon.rose@hotmail.co.uk
Magazine Editor (Interim): Virginia Watson , 6 Hollis Gardens, Luckington, Chippenham,
Wiltshire, SN14 6NS
Eemail: virginia.watson@dulcamara.ltd.uk
also
Christine Heading: moore11@globalnet.co.uk
Joan Kilby: joan.kilby@btinternet.com
Elizabeth Nye: ecnye@hotmail.com

Visit our website: www.nawp.org.uk
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